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Researchers often use simple body condition indices (BCI) to estimate the relative size of fat stores in bats.
Animals determined to be in better condition are assumed to be more successful and have higher fitness. The most
common BCI used in bat research are the ratio index (body mass divided by forearm length) or residual index
(residuals of body mass-forearm length regression) of size-corrected body mass. We used data from previous and
ongoing studies where body composition (fat mass and wet lean mass) was measured by quantitative magnetic
resonance to test basic assumptions of BCI, determine whether BCI is an effective proxy of fat mass, and whether
other approaches could be more effective. Using data from 1,471 individual measurements on 5 species, we found
no support for the underlying assumption that, within species, bats with longer forearms weigh more than bats
with shorter forearms. Intraspecific relationships between body mass and forearm length were very weak (R2 <
0.08 in all but one case). BCI was an effective predictor of fat mass, driven entirely by the relationship between
fat mass and body mass. With little variation in forearm length, calculation of BCI is essentially equivalent to
dividing body mass by a constant. We evaluated alternative approaches including a scaled mass index, using tibia
length, or predicting lean mass, but these alternatives were not more effective at predicting fat mass. The best
predictor of fat mass in our data set was body mass. We recommend researchers stop using BCI unless it can be
demonstrated the approach is effective in the context of their research.
Key words: body condition index, body mass index, fat stores, quantitative magnetic resonance, size-corrected body mass

Meer and Piersma (1994) on the distinction between energy
reserves and energy stores), and each comes with advantages
and disadvantages.
The most direct method of assessing the size of energy
stores is chemical analysis of body composition via destructive sampling, whereby fat is quantified by chemical extraction (Reynolds and Kunz 2001; Reynolds and Korine 2009).
Subcutaneous fat can also be subjectively assessed using an
ordinal scale (i.e., fat score—Ceballos et al. 1997), but for bats
this requires sacrificing the animal to visually assess the amount
of fat. For a variety of reasons, alternative methods of assessing

Many wildlife studies seek to understand ecological, behavioral, and physiological variation among animals resulting from
differences in individual body condition. Studies of factors that
affect body condition (e.g., habitat quality, diet, reproductive
status) are equally of interest. The term “condition” is vague,
but is often assumed to be related to fitness by affecting either
reproduction or survival or both. The underlying assumption
is typically that individuals with larger energy stores, usually
fat, are more likely to survive and reproduce. There are a variety of methods for measuring or estimating the relative size
of fat stores (see Lindström and Piersma (1993) and van der
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Common condition indices are no more effective than body mass
for estimating fat stores in insectivorous bats
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there is increasing recognition that lean body mass is dynamic,
and may vary within and among individuals due to phenotypic flexibility or other physiological or behavioral reasons
(Piersma et al. 1999; Bauchinger et al. 2005; McGuire et al.
2013), violating the second assumption. The question remains
whether variation in lean mass is sufficient to confound interpretation of BCI. If lean mass is relatively stable, an alternative
approach to assessing body condition may be to predict lean
mass based on body size, and estimate fat mass by difference
from total body mass. Our study primarily focuses on the first
assumption: does body size as estimated by standard metrics
(i.e., forearm length) explain a biologically relevant fraction of
the variation in mass in bats? If this assumption is not true, then
simpler metrics that do not attempt to control for size will be
more biologically informative.
We used QMR body composition analysis to determine
whether condition indices accurately reflect the relative size of
fat stores in bats. QMR is a noninvasive method of measuring fat
mass, lean mass, and total body water in live, nonanaesthetized
animals (McGuire and Guglielmo 2010; Guglielmo et al. 2011).
With an independent measure of fat mass, we asked the following questions: 1) Is forearm length correlated with body mass?
2) Do condition indices (BCI or SMI) accurately reflect the relative size of fat stores? 3) Can body condition be predicted more
effectively by including a different linear measure of body size
(tibia length), or by predicting lean mass to estimate fat mass?

Materials and Methods
We compiled data from free-living bats collected from multiple studies (Table 1; McGuire et al. 2012, 2014; Jonasson and
Guglielmo 2016; Baloun 2017 and other ongoing research
by the authors). We included data from studies containing at
least 40 complete records of species, sex, age (adult or subadult), body mass (± 0.1 or ± 0.01 g, depending on the data set),
forearm length (± 0.1 or ± 0.01 mm, depending on the data
set), and body composition (fat mass and lean mass; ± 0.01 g)
measured by QMR (Echo-MRI-B, Echo Medical Systems,
Houston, Texas). There were 5 species in the resulting data set:
Myotis lucifugus (n = 292), Myotis velifer (n = 184), Lasiurus
borealis (n = 46), Lasionycteris noctivagans (n = 617), and
Tadarida brasiliensis (n = 332). These data sets represent all
phases of the annual cycle, including swarming and hibernation
(M. lucifugus, M. velifer), spring and fall migration (L. borealis, L. noctivagans), and a summer maternity colony (T. brasiliensis). To avoid confounding effects of pregnancy or continued
somatic growth of young bats, pregnant and newly volant bats
were excluded.

Table 1.—Summary of the data sets included in the analysis.
Species
Myotis lucifugus
Lasionycteris noctivagans
Tadarida brasiliensis
Myotis velifer
Lasiurus borealis

Location(s)

Context

Sample size

New York, Ontario, Vermont
New Mexico, Ontario
Texas
Oklahoma
Ontario

Swarming, hibernation
Migration
Summer colony
Swarming
Migration

292
617
332
184
46
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body condition are often preferred (McGuire and Guglielmo
2010). Several nondestructive technologies have been used to
measure fat stores, including total body electrical conductivity (TOBEC—Reynolds et al. 2009), dual x-ray absorptiometry
(DXA—Stevenson and van Tets 2008), magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI—Hedenström et al. 2009), and quantitative
magnetic resonance (QMR—McGuire and Guglielmo 2010).
These methods provide nonlethal measures of fat and lean mass
(i.e., nonfat tissues such as muscles and organs), but are costly,
and are either no longer commercially available or not widely
practical for field research.
When direct measurement of fat stores is not possible,
researchers rely on indices to compare the body condition of
individuals. Two methods are commonly used to assess body
condition in bat research: a ratio index and a residual index
(Reynolds and Korine 2009). The simplest metric for estimating body condition is to calculate the ratio of body mass and
body size resulting in a body condition index (BCI), with structural size typically estimated by forearm length (Reynolds and
Korine 2009). Such an approach is appealing for its simplicity, and the fact that body mass and forearm length are standard morphometric measurements that are typically gathered
when handling bats. An alternative approach uses the residuals
of a linear regression of body mass on forearm length, sometimes referred to as mass-length residuals or body mass index
(BMI—Green 2001; Schulte-Hostedde et al. 2005). The residuals represent the difference in body mass from that expected for
an animal of that size (relatively more or less fat, assuming lean
mass is constant, see below). The scaled mass index (SMI) is
an alternative to basic ratio or residual condition indices (Peig
and Green 2009) that uses type II regression and accounts for
allometric scaling, standardizing body size while deriving a
condition index.
There are many conceptual and mathematical objections that
have been raised regarding the use of ratio or residual indices
of body condition (Green 2001; Hayes and Schonkwiler 2001;
Peig and Green 2009). We encourage readers to be familiar
with the underlying assumptions and mathematical limitations
of these approaches, but we do not focus on these issues here.
Instead, the objective of the current study was simply to ask
the question: do ratio and residual indices accurately reflect
body condition in bats? Both ratio and residual indices make
2 basic assumptions: 1) structurally larger bats weigh more
than do smaller bats, and 2) fat is the only component of body
composition to vary substantially with mass. Both ratio and
residual BCI methods make these assumptions, and interpret
deviations from “expected” values of body mass for a given
body size as being caused by differences in fat mass. However,
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We calculated the ratio BCI as:
BCI =

Mb
FA

Results
Intraspecific relationships between body mass and forearm
length were very weak (R2 = 0.36 for L. borealis, R2 < 0.08 for

all other species; Table 2; Fig. 1B), suggesting they have limited biological significance. Across all bats in our data set, body
mass increased with forearm length (Fig. 1A; F1,1469 = 2,140.6,
P < 0.0001), with a relatively high R2 = 0.59, indicating that
larger bats do indeed weigh more than smaller bats but that
this relationship is largely driven by interspecific variation in
size. A multiple regression predicting body mass from forearm
length (F1,116 = 9.02, P = 0.003) and tibia length (F1,116 = 3.35,
P = 0.07) for L. noctivagans explained only slightly more variation in body mass (F1,116 = 8.8, P = 0.0003, R2 = 0.13) than
forearm alone. The relationships between forearm length and
lean mass were statistically significant (P ≤ 0.0001; Table 2),
but had very low R2 values (R2 = 0.40 for L. borealis, R2 < 0.08
for all other species; Table 2).
For all species in our analysis, there was a relatively strong
relationship between body mass and fat mass (Table 2; Fig. 2A).
The relationships between fat mass and both ratio and residual condition indices were nearly identical to the relationship
between fat mass and body mass (Table 2; Figs. 2B and 2C).
For all species, the relationships between fat mass and ratio
BCI, fat mass and residual BCI, and fat mass and body mass
were statistically significant (all P < 0.0001; Table 2) with very
similar patterns (e.g., Fig. 2). The similarity in these relationships would be expected when forearm length explains negligible variation in body mass. In all cases, SMI explained less
variation in fat mass than either body mass or BCI (Table 2;
Fig. 2D).
The very weak relationship between body mass and forearm
length could arise if forearm length was random, constant, or
random within such a narrow range as to be effectively constant. Forearm length is not truly constant (not all individuals
within a species have the exact same forearm length), but there
is very little variation in forearm lengths compared to variation

Table 2.—Statistical comparisons of forearm length (FA), body mass (Mb), fat mass (MF), lean mass (ML), ratio body condition index (BCIratio),
residual body condition index (BCIresid), and scaled mass index (SMI). All relationships are statistically significant, but the strength of the relationships (as indicated by R2 values) varies greatly.
Species
Myotis lucifugus

Lasionycteris noctivagans

Lasiurus borealis

Tadarida brasiliensis

Myotis velifer

Mb ~ FA
F1,290 = 14.5
P = 0.0002
R2 = 0.05
n = 292
F1,615 = 34.7
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.05
n = 617
F1,44 = 25.1
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.36
n = 46
F1,330 = 18.2
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.05
n = 332
F1,182 = 14.9
P = 0.0002
R2 = 0.08
n = 184

MF ~ Mb
F1,290 = 1,658.8
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.85
n = 292
F1,615 = 1,138.1
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.65
n = 617
F1,44 = 271.5
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.86
n = 46
F1,330 = 219.4
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.40
n = 332
F1,182 = 765.9
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.81
n = 184

MF ~ BCIratio

MF ~ BCIresid

MF ~ SMI

ML ~ FA

F1,290 = 1,793.9
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.86
n = 292
F1,615 = 1,216.1
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.66
n = 617
F1,44 = 266.0
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.86
n = 46
F1,330 = 199.1
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.38
n = 332
F1,182 = 751.6
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.81
n = 184

F1,290 = 1,795.1
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.86
n = 292
F1,615 = 1,201.3
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.66
n = 617
F1,44 = 80.02
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.64
n = 46
F1,330 = 210.24
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.39
n = 332
F1,182 = 689.2
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.79
n = 184

F1,290 = 236.3
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.45
n = 292
F1,615 = 333.6
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.35
n = 617
F1,44 = 17.7
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.29
n = 46
F1,330 = 72.1
P < 0.001
R2 = 0.18
n = 332
F1,182 = 110.3
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.37
n = 184

F1,290 = 26.8
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.08
n = 292
F1,615 = 26.0
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.04
n = 617
F1,44 = 29.5
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.40
n = 46
F1,330 = 15.4
P < 0.001
R2 = 0.04
n = 332
F1,182 = 16.6
P < 0.0001
R2 = 0.08
n = 184

Mb ~ FA + tibia

F1,116 = 8.8
P = 0.0003
R2 = 0.13
n = 119
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where M b is body mass (g) and FA is forearm length (mm).
We calculated the residual BCI by taking the residuals of an
intraspecific linear regression of body mass and forearm length.
We calculated SMI (Peig and Green 2009) separately for each
species as:
b
é FA ù SMA
ê
ú
SMI = M b ê
ú
êë FA úû
where FA is the mean forearm length and bSMA is the slope of
the relationship between M b and FA determined by standardized major axis (SMA) regression. We used linear regression to
test the relationships between 1) body mass and forearm length,
2) fat mass and BCI, 3) fat mass and body mass, and 4) fat mass
and SMI. We also evaluated 2 alternative approaches for assessing
body composition. We tested whether it was possible to estimate
lean mass based on forearm length (linear regression), which
would then enable estimation of fat mass by difference between
estimated lean mass and total body mass. Finally, we tested
whether a multiple regression including forearm length and tibia
length (available for 119 L. noctivagans in our data set) was more
effective than use of forearm alone. All analyses were completed
in R (v3.4.1—R Core Team 2017). All relevant permits and ethics
approvals were secured for all data collection. All research on live
animals followed ASM guidelines (Sikes et al. 2016).
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in body mass. The coefficient of variation for forearm length
was 2.5–3.8% for the species in our data set, compared with
coefficient of variation of 8.6–22.6% for body mass. The distinction between random and effectively constant (random
within a very narrow range) is important for interpreting BCI
measures that poorly reflect variation in body size. If forearm length is random, then calculation of BCI adds noise and
could obscure real patterns in the data, but if forearm length
is effectively constant, then calculation of BCI simply scales
body mass linearly. We tested for this difference in interpretation by conducting linear regressions of the ranks of BCI and
body mass (i.e., ranking BCI from smallest to largest value and
ranking body mass from smallest to largest value). If BCI has
just been scaled linearly by dividing by a constant, the ranks of
body mass and BCI would be exactly the same, resulting in a
perfect correlation (R2 = 1). If, however, forearm length is random, then the ranks of BCI would no longer correspond to the
ranks of body mass (low R2 value). For all species, there was a
very strong correlation between body mass rank and BCI rank
(R2 > 0.90 for all species), suggesting that forearm length is
analytically equivalent to a constant for each species.

Discussion
The primary underlying assumption of both ratio and residual
BCI is that body mass increases with body size. Both metrics
first account for variation in mass attributable to body size
and interpret deviations from those allometric relationships
as representing differences in body composition (specifically,
fat stores). Where allometric relationships do not exist, or are

so weak as to be biologically meaningless, then first accounting for size introduces noise or obscures the more intuitive
and biologically interpretable patterns in data. Our data are
not consistent with forearm length as being a useful measure
of body size among bats of the same species, thus violating
the primary assumption of the most commonly used condition
metrics. Forearm length does not accurately predict intraspecific variation in body mass, explaining ≤ 8% of the variation
in body mass in 4 of the 5 species in our analysis (Table 2).
Thus, despite statistically significant relationships between
forearm length and body mass, these relationships have limited
biological significance due to the small intraspecific variation
in forearm length we observed. Therefore, although both ratio
and residual BCI were related to body fat, this relationship was
driven entirely by correlation with body mass, not body size. It
is not possible to use forearm length to standardize body mass
to body size, and therefore total body mass is a more effective
indicator of body condition than either ratio or residual indices.
Body mass was as effective at predicting fat mass as BCI was
(as indicated by R2 values).
Encouragingly, BCI does correlate with fat mass, driven by
the correlation of fat mass and total body mass. The similarity
of the relationships between fat and BCI or body mass (Fig. 2),
and the rank correlations of body mass and BCI suggest that
forearm length is essentially equivalent to a fixed value for each
species. Dividing body mass by forearm length is not equivalent to dividing body mass by a random number, but rather,
similar to dividing by a constant. Therefore, while the use of
BCI violates assumptions of the method, and future use of this
metric should be avoided, the conclusions of previous studies
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Fig. 1.—Relationship between body size (estimated by forearm length) and body mass. (A) Body mass increases with forearm length among
all individuals combined (R2 = 0.59). (B) Forearm length does not effectively predict intraspecific variation in body mass (R2 = 0.05). Data for
Tadarida brasiliensis are presented as an example here, summaries for all species are presented in Table 2.
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that have used BCI should not necessarily be discounted. An
important issue with continued use of BCI is not that the values are necessarily invalid, but rather the approach does not
actually account for biases that it purports to; larger bats may
indeed weigh more than smaller bats, but dividing mass by
forearm length does not effectively account for this issue.
We tested whether 3 other approaches could potentially serve
as alternatives to simple ratio or residual condition indices.
SMI is a more sophisticated approach to assess relative body
mass, but like ratio and residual indices, relies on the effectiveness of body size measurement. Unlike the ratio and residual
BCI, where BCI was correlated to fat despite violated assumptions, the more involved calculation of SMI based on forearm

length resulted in increased variation in the data set. Thus, the
application of SMI without prior validation may in fact be less
informative than the simpler metrics. This is important to note
because, while SMI is more effective than residual indices in
many other taxa (Peig and Green 2009), our results suggest
that SMI is less informative than simple considerations of body
mass for bats, and should be validated prior to use in new taxa.
A key assumption of ratio and residual BCI is that fat is the
only component of body composition that varies with condition; lean mass is assumed to be static (scales with body size,
but does not vary over time). Although there is growing recognition of the significance of variation in lean mass in bats
(McGuire et al. 2013) and other taxa (Schwilch et al. 2002;
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Fig. 2.—Body condition index (BCI) and scaled mass index do not predict fat mass more effectively than body mass. Data for Myotis lucifugus
are presented here as an example, but relationships are qualitatively similar for all species (see Table 2). (A) There is a strong relationship between
fat mass and body mass (R2 = 0.85). However, there is effectively no relationship between body mass and body size (Table 2), and therefore the
relationships between both (B) ratio condition index and (C) residual condition index are almost exactly the same as for the relationship with body
mass. (D) Scaled mass index is significantly related to fat mass, but use of this index increases variation in the data set compared to the relationships between fat mass and BCI or body mass.
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Our results indicate that BCI is not an effective method of
indicating body condition in bats. However, this approach has
been effective in many other taxa, including a variety of small
mammals (Schulte-Hostedde et al. 2005; Peig and Green 2009).
It is not clear why forearm length is such a poor predictor of
body size in bats, but may be related to the critical functional
nature of wing structure for bats. Variation in wing structure
likely has more dramatic impacts on the fitness of bats than
other body size measures (e.g., body length, foot length) in
small mammals. Wings are critical for all aspects of daily life
for bats—locomotion, foraging, drinking, predator evasion,
water balance, thermoregulation—and may therefore be under
strong stabilizing selection (Norberg and Rayner 1987; Fenton
and Bogdanowicz 2002). The results of our analysis are important for researchers studying bats, but also for other taxa for
which the application of condition indices has not been validated. Condition indices have been validated for some groups
(Schulte-Hostedde et al. 2005) but it is not safe to assume
that similar methods are effective in different taxa (Hayes and
Schonkwiler 2001). A simple first step when considering a new
taxonomic group is to determine whether the metric of body
size correlates with body mass. In our analysis, we found little
support for this, but in other species the correlation can be quite
strong (e.g., Hayes and Schonkwiler 2001).
We recommend that researchers stop using simple ratio or
residual condition indices for studies of bats. Forearm length
is not an effective indicator of body size, based on our analysis
of a large data set, including data for 5 species of bats. Thus,
using this measure to “correct” for body size effectively takes
values that contain useful information (e.g., body mass) and
divides them by the equivalent of a constant value. In our data
set, dividing by forearm length did not obscure patterns in the
data (bats with higher fat mass had higher BCI values), but this
may not be the case in all scenarios. Future work may identify
situations or species for which the BCI approach is effective,
but future use of BCI in bats must be accompanied with validation of the approach prior to implementation.
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Gerson and Guglielmo 2011; Seewagen and Guglielmo 2011),
lean mass is likely less variable than fat mass. Lean mass may
not vary dramatically over shorter time intervals (e.g., migration, swarming), but studies comparing different periods of the
annual cycle, ecological conditions, populations, or subspecies should consider this assumption. Furthermore, lean mass
should be explicitly considered as a component of individual
condition, because individuals most likely to survive and reproduce successfully will not simply have more fat, but will have
more lean mass as well (e.g., Whitmore et al. 1977).
We hypothesized that the relationship between lean mass
and forearm length might have been strong enough to enable
prediction of lean mass, and thus fat mass by difference with
body mass. Although statistically significant in all cases, the
relationship between lean mass and forearm length was only
marginally stronger than the relationship between forearm and
fat mass (R2 < 0.08 with the exception of L. borealis where
R2 = 0.40), indicating that this alternative approach to estimating body condition is not effective.
There were relatively stronger relationships between forearm length and body mass, and forearm length and lean mass
for L. borealis compared to the other species in our analysis. We excluded the congeneric species Lasiurus cinereus,
another temperate foliage roosting species, from our analysis due to small sample size (n = 19), but forearm length
was similarly related to body mass (R2 = 0.38) and lean mass
(R2 = 0.39) in this species. These 2 species are among the
most sexually dimorphic of North American insectivorous
bats (Williams and Findley 1979), and this was the reason for
the stronger relationships observed in these species. Female
L. borealis and L. cinereus have longer forearms and weigh
more than males; there was almost no overlap in forearm
length between the sexes in our data set (unlike all other species for which we had males and females across the full range
for forearm length). Within sexes, there was no relationship
between forearm length and body mass for either female
(F1,12 = 0.73, P = 0.41) or male (F1,30 = 3.46, P = 0.07) L. borealis. Statistically accounting for sex differences is inappropriate because of the nonindependence of sex and forearm, but
also is not necessary because whether ignoring sex effects,
or considering sexes separately, the conclusion remained the
same that none of the condition indices we tested predicted fat
mass better than body mass.
We had hoped that an alternative linear measurement, tibia
length, may have more effectively indicated body size (either
directly or in combination with forearm length), but this was not
the case. Due to the small body size of most bats, and extensive
wing and tail membranes that prevent simple measurements of
other possible linear measures, there are no other obvious features that may serve as linear indicators of body size. Other
possible anatomical features such as thumb, ear, and feet are
too small to precisely measure in the field for many species, and
thus would not be effective at discriminating intraspecific body
size variation. Forearm length remains the simplest and most
accessible measure, but using this measure to indicate intraspecific variation in body size is likely to be ineffective.
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